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About This Game

PIXELMAN is a retro styled action-filled, high-score chaser, where you control the title character in his mission to rescue the
citizens of Pixville from the evil Baron Von Pixel and his contraptions.

In PIXELMAN you need to keep your combos going to be able to make it into the online leaderboards!

PIXELMAN's gameplay harkens back to a time where every token counted, as was the case with games such as Donkey Kong,
Galaga, Moon Patrol and others from the golden era of arcades. You have simple controls and goals, and the difference between

being a regular Joe or the king of the arcade is your ability to completely master them.

The citizens of Pixville are counting on you!

How to Play
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Controlling PIXELMAN is very simple: you press and hold to go up, release to go down, and you can also use the pad to move
faster (but with less accuracy!) Your goal is to rescue the citizens (humans and their pets!) to keep your heroic energy up, and

also avoid crashing into buildings, traffic, and Von Pixel’s weapons and traps.
If you don’t rescue anyone for a while, your heroic energy will go down; and if it reaches zero, you´ll lose your powers and fall!

XBox 360 Controllers, Mouse and Keyboards supported (We truly recommend playing with a controller).

Combos

Every time you rescue a Pixelian, your combo meter will go up. Once you’ve rescued 5 in a row, your score will start to
multiply! BUT, if you fail to rescue a single soul, you meter will deplete, and you’ll have to start all over again. Keep the combos

going for maximum high-scorage!

Power Ups

From time to time, you’ll come across a shield. If you grab it, you’ll activate the power up mode! In this mode, your score and
combo meter multiply, your speed goes up, and you can’t get hurt! The bad thing is, it only lasts for one hit, so you better watch

out!

Grab an atom and get the power to shoot fireballs! You can accumulate up to 4, if you do, you'll get a super shot! That super
shot can destroy everything in its path and do extra damage to the bosses!
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PIXELMAN

He’s Pixville’s senior superhero, his superpowers are flying and untying knots really fast. He also loves podiums! His main
weaknesses are buildings, bombs, lasers and missiles… nothing that a good power up can’t fix!

PIXELGIRL

She’s Pixville’s new superhero! She’s pretty much like PIXELMAN, but faster and cooler! Once you learn her quirks, she’ll
start racking up points like nothing!

PIXELNINJA

He's very mysterious, we don't know anything about him.

Baron Von Pixel

PIXELMAN’s main antagonist is a mustache-twirling villain who hates everyone in Pixville. He managed to buy a few rusty
WWI weapons on Craigslist, and he’s not afraid to use them! His main hobby is to tie people up and leave them on top of

buildings, trees and cars. Only PIXELMAN can stop his devious schemes!
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Podiums

What’s a superhero without a podium to stand on? In PIXELMAN you start on top of a sad soapbox, but to show their gratitude
after being rescued, the Pixelians will start building new podiums for you! Can you unlock them all? Are you the hero Pixville

needs? Or the hero Pixville deserves? How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood?

Online Leaderboards

The game doesn’t have an ending. You can play until your eyes bleed or the speed goes so far up that you can’t control your hero
anymore! The goal of the game is to make it to the online leaderboards. And in order to achieve that, you need to maintain your
combos going. If you have a high combo and you manage to get a power up, you can make over 1000 points for just one rescue!

Achievements

Can you slalom between 50 rockets? Can you survive over 5 minutes in one gameplay? Can you reach over NINE
THOUSAND!!!™ points in one game? If the answer is YES, this is the game for you! We have 28 achievements ready for the

hardcore PIXELMAN players to show their skills!

Trading Cards, Badges, Profile Backgrounds and Emoticons

PIXELMAN fully supports all Steam features, you're going to love our Pixelart emoticons!

PIXELMAN Features:
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State-of-the-art graphics! (by 1987 standards)

Catchy music! (that you can turn off, just in case)

Incredible cape physics!

Awesome pixel explosions!

Mesmerizing animated light shows!

LASERS!

PLANES!

TANKS!

ROCKETS!

BOMBS!

DOGS!

NINJAS!

CATS!
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Pixelman is an endless flyer that bring you leaderboards for competitive fun and other goodies that are yet to come. With 60
FPS added to the mix, this game is well worth playing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBeSzPrIngA. Update 4/9/2018 - I no longer have the achievements completed, boo hoo : (
but I love everything that was added to this game, new levels, ninja man, achievements and more! At this price with a ton of
content, challenges and replayability, you cant go wrong!. Look!
Up in the sky!
It's a turd!
It's a game!
Its PIXELMAN!

Faster then a spitting bully
Can stop an 18 wheeler with his face
Unable to navigate himself around tall buildings in a single bound
it's almost like PIXELMAN has no depth perception.

Includes: Endless Mode, Gender Fluidity, and a subliminal Destructoid ad.

You are well♥♥♥♥♥. so i picked up this game for 1.39$ sale and its not the greatest game i recomend geometry dash but
PIXELMAN is a okay game.. http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=631980626. It is addictive like other
games of its ilk. This game reminds me of Scramble. Worthy of a couple of bucks. Pixelman is a decent offering in the endless
flyer genre, with cute graphics and retro music, but would it really hurt to let people pick a stage instead of forcing them to start
all over again?

EDIT: Ok, so you can pick the second and third stage in endless mode when unlocked. However, i still can't recommend this to
a general audience. I think it's a bit too expensive, most people will only play this once or twice and the tutorial is obnoxious. It's
worth it on sale or if you really like the genre.. Neat little casual game but better belongs on a phone.. i love this game!!!!!!!.
Ahh, Pixelman. It had been sitting on my wishlist for quite a while. Now that I bought it for cheap, I finally got to play this
disgrace.

Pros
-Engaging core mechanics, similar to Flappy Bird, Jetpack Joyride, etc. Simple but effective.
-Several characters to choose from.
-Small graphical details every time you reach certain milestones.

Cons
-Music and sound effects are awful. You'd rather have your own music in the background.
-Graphics and colors aren't attractive. It tries to adopt an 8-bit esque style but the palettes are just bad. Also, buildings get mixed
with the background and it's kind of difficult sometimes to make up which is which. No sense of depth in the graphics.
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It's flappy bird but you are PIXELMAN, picking up power-ups, dodging stuff and saving people to recover your power.
You also shoot down bad guys every now and then.

I mean I looked at it at a first glance and didn't give it much thought because of its looks,
but it's ok.. Up Up and AWAY! *CRASH* *UGH* *HOLY SCH*****T!! MEDIC!!* This sums up the fun I had playing
Pixelman; along the theme song for the Greatest American Hero playing in my head the entire time. While I truly, in every way
sucked at this game ... it was a wild ride from start to finish. An amazingly engrossing chaser game, hearkening back to the
younger days of console play. Highly recommend you buy ... but watch out for semi-trucks, tunnels and missiles.. WARNING -
ACHTUNG !! - its addictive , very addictive ! and you will hit buildings! .. again , and again! Great game !. Imagine Flabby
Bird was realeased in 1986 on NES in a low-budget segment. That is pretty much everything you need to know about this game..
Ahh, Pixelman. It had been sitting on my wishlist for quite a while. Now that I bought it for cheap, I finally got to play this
disgrace.

Pros
-Engaging core mechanics, similar to Flappy Bird, Jetpack Joyride, etc. Simple but effective.
-Several characters to choose from.
-Small graphical details every time you reach certain milestones.

Cons
-Music and sound effects are awful. You'd rather have your own music in the background.
-Graphics and colors aren't attractive. It tries to adopt an 8-bit esque style but the palettes are just bad. Also, buildings get mixed
with the background and it's kind of difficult sometimes to make up which is which. No sense of depth in the graphics.

1.5.0.13 The Competitive Update:
This update brings something we think is really cool, the Next High Score button!

Check that beautiful button out!

With it activated you can -while you're playing- see how many points you need to make to reach the next player in the global
leaderboards, it also lets you know when you destroy their scores!
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I have a long way to go...*SHAKES FIST AT RICKYEL*

You need to have played at least once a level for it to kick in, so don't worry if you don't see it at first (it needs to have a prior
high score for it to work).

AND if you don't care for it, you can deactivate it on the select your hero screen : )

Who would want to deactivate this awesome feature?

Also, now if you're in the top 3 on any of the leaderboards, you're going to get a shiny beautiful cup next to you on the podium!
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If someone takes your place the cup is gone, so keep improving your scores because some players are getting really good at
rescuing people!

I got the silver cup!

We also have some cool new stuff like tips when you beat one of the bosses (they also show up when you pause the game) and
some other things behind the curtains.

Let us know what you think in the comments!

Thank you for playing! 

. ENDLESS OUTERSPACE IS HERE!:
And right in time for the sale!

You can now buy PIXELMAN with a 50% discount and also play the 3rd and final endless level, in outerspace!
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Baron Von Pixel has gotten his grubby hands on some alien tech and decided to terrorize space with it, you need to save the
humans, aliens, kids, animals, everyone!

Watch out for the asteroids, space mines and of course with Baron Von Pixel's ship! Trust us, this will be hard!

What's coming next you say? ARCADE MODE!
Yes! All 3 levels will be combined into one, you´ll have lives and you''ll need to defeat end of level bosses, so that mode won't
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be endless like the others. It's going to be awesome, you´ll see!

Again, thank you all for playing and let us know what you think of ENDLESS OUTERSPACE-ACE-Ace-ace-ce-e-e... (you
need to read it like an old-school movie announcer, and add echo at the end).

. Win a Free PIXELMAN Key With Your High Score!:
Hey everyone!

  We're so happy with the reception PIXELMAN has been getting with this latest discount (it costs less than 60 cents!). We're
selling more copies than at launch!

With all these new players, we're starting to see some incredible High Scores in all the boards! Especially a lot of movement in
the Arcade Mode Leaderboards.

Revenger23, kamikaze62, Xeno Anomos and Marian0o0 are the heroes Pixville needs!

So we decided to have a little fun with this. Right now we have only 4 players with over 100k points in the Arcade Mode
Leaderboards. If you can get a High Score of over 100k points, and post a picture of it in our community, we're going to
give you a free PIXELMAN key so you can give it to anyone you want!

You can play as any character!

Here's the rules:

 1) Make a High-Score of over 100,000 points in the Arcade Mode leaderboard (Tip: Keep your rescue combo
going no matter what!).

 2) Post a screenshot of your score in PIXELMAN's community boards.

 3) Add this account (KindermannCorp) to your friends list (So we can send you the key).

 4) Only 1 key per account that scores over 100k points.
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 5) The offer ends on January 21st 10AM PST.

That's it! Score high, get a free key, and give the gift of PIXELMAN!

Good luck, and may the rescue combo be with you!. PIXELMAN is Coming out of Early Access on February 28th!:
We know it's been a long time, but we're finally ready to release the full version of PIXELMAN in a few short weeks!

We're putting the final touches in Arcade Mode and also adding a lot of cool details all over the game.

If you hated PIXELMAN in Early Access now you're going to like it.

If you already liked it you're going to love it.

If you loved it now you're going to want to marry it!   

Here's a trailer we made to celebrate the occasion!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8p1roV6iJ1w&feature=youtu.be

Thank you for being patient, we love every single person who supported us all these years.

We can't wait for you to play the final version of PIXELMAN!

02/28/2018 is the day.
MARK YOUR CALENDARS, TELL YOUR FRIENDS! CALL YOUR MOM ( SHE PROBABLY MISSES YOU!) PLAY
PIXELMAN!

-The Kindermann Corp. team.. Next Update:
Hey everyone! We've been quiet these past weeks, with the craziness of the Summer sale and the Endless Easy update, we didn't
have time for anything else!

But now we're working on the next update, which is going to be the most requested feature since we started Early Access on
Steam. 60 FPS! 

When we started working on the game, we wanted it to play well on every computer, old and new, since it's a pixelart game,
most people expect that to be the case, even if the game is doing a ton of stuff on the background.

But looking at the stats now, most of you have super awesome computers that can play this game (and any game) at 60FPS like
it's nothing, so it doesn't make sense anymore to limit everyone just to keep a few players happy.

30 was rough on most players eyes, so we need to keep the majority of gamers happy.

Why not give the players the option to play in 30 or 60 fps? Because the game is super complicated, it has hundreds of timers
which have to be changed for it to work in any of the speeds, and having both options would mean that we'd need to push back
all the other updates (Endless Hard and Arcade mode) for months.

We're confident that 99% of you will be able to run the game just fine after the update, and will like it even more than before
because it´ll be buttery smooth. But if we get too many complains for people that can't play anymore we´ll consider having a
switch in the future, but we hope it's not going to be necessary.

The 60FPS update is coming in the next few weeks (we need to do a ton of testing on that one) you'll hear it from us when it's
done!
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Thank you for playing! You're awesome!
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